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Happy Drive 4-Door Pickup
Toyota - Hilux Vigo

Ford - Ranger

Isuzu - D-Max

Mazda - BT-50

Mitsubishi - Triton

Nissan - Frontier
Campaign Code 16PD11
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Total premium included VAT & Stamp Duty.
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Sum insured
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AXA
AXA Contracted garage (2 - 7 years)

Dealer garage (2 - 5 years)
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*The above premiums are excluding compulsory premium.
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Coverage

'Aė

Sedan

ã +6%'5 8Ĕ1< )$6&1
Third party liability.

ãã +6%A.9&/6&Ĕ19+è'Ĕ6 6&/'ë116%5&
Bodily injury or compensation.

A"64.Ĕ+A8"'
Over maximum limit of compulsory motor insurance only.

ãä +6%A.9&/6&Ĕ1'5"&Ę.8
Limit for property damage.

ã 6 
Baht/Person.

ã 6 '5J
Baht/Accident.

äç 6 '5J
Baht/Accident.

ä'&ĘA.9&/6&.=g/6&E# E/%ĕ
Own damage coverage.

äã +6%A.9&/6&Ĕ1'&Ę
Own damage.

ää'&Ę.=g/6&E#E/%ĕ
Fire and theft.

6%<'45$5&
As per sum insured.

6%<'45$5&
As per sum insured.
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Happy Drive 4-Door Pickup
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'Aė

Coverage

Sedan

å +6% <ĕ% '1 6%A1.6'Bĕ6&
Additional coverage.

åã1<58A/<.Ĕ+< )| =ĕ5éIãĔ6B)4 =ĕC&.6' Ĕ6}

100,000 6 

Personal accident (1 driver and 6 passengers).

åä Ĕ6'5-6"&66)| =ĕ5éIãĔ6B)4 =ĕC&.6' Ĕ6}

Baht/Person.

100,000 6 

Medical expenses (1 driver and 6 passengers).

åå6''455+ =ĕ5éI

Baht/Person.

200,000 6 '5J
Baht/Accident.

Bail bond.

æA& )'4C&Ę 68<58A/</'ë16'Dĕ'&Ę
Additional coverage.

æãA è A&'6&EĕA;1I 61<5 A8 /< 66'Dĕ'&Ę ĕ1 Aĕ6Aě ĕ= +ď &D

1,000

Hospital income due to accident in car.

æä'45$5&6'C '''%'5"&Ę.8.Ĕ+< )9I1&=ĔD'&Ę

6+5
Baht/Day.

20,000

Personal beloning protection in car.

6ปี

Baht/ Year.

)'4C&ĘA"ôø%A8%
Benefits

ã ĕ%< '1 1<'ĘBĔ 6%%6'69I85J C&C' 6'41'&Ę/'ë1,=&Ę 7/Ĕ6&'&Ę'91<'ĘBĔ A.'è%1;IG
<ĕ% '1 .= .<E%ĔA8ä6 '5J
Cover standard equipment and accessories from manufacturer or car dealer cover accessories 20,000 baht/accident.

ä #'éB1Ĕ6C'EĘA1'Ę+è. 'è6'Ĕ+&A/);1<A8ĕ1 )1äæ5I+C% 5I+'4A,E&C'ää çæAĔ
Free AXA Roadside Service 24-hour nationwide tel. 0 2206 5488 such as

#'é Ĕ6B' E%ĔA8ãç6 '5J .7/'5'è6' 5.Ĕ A ĕ6/ĕ69IEĔ1%')= ĕ69IA8A/<E%Ĕ 75 7+ '5J Č
Free Immediate assistance by AXA assistant technician at the time of loss. (max. 1,500 baht/accident) incurred from roadside emergency service
and unlimited incidents/year.

#'é Ĕ6'&E%ĔA8ã%B' '9E%Ĕ.6%6'Ĕ1%Eĕ9IA8A/<E&5 ,=&ĘĔ1%9ID)ĕA 9& Ĕ1A"÷I176'Bĕ E<A8

Free towing fee for the first 100 km. to the nearest garage in case the insured vehicle cannot be fixed through roadside emergency service.

#'éA8%J7%5E%ĔA8ä)8'Č '9J7%5/%<A8ĕ1 

Free up to 20 litres of gasoline/year in case the insured vehicle runs out of gasoline while on the road.

å#'é§æ¤ Ĕ6&ãyAH%'91<58A/<.7/'5&6 BA1'éI|&A+ĕ'4E2'è}.6'/)Ĕ1);I.6'/)Ĕ1A&HB)4+è&<9I85J %6 6C' 6
Free AXA 4 U 100% Payment incase of an accident for tyre, battery (except hybrid system battery), lubricant, coolant and audio equipped from factory.

A ëI1E6''5'45$5&
Conditions

ãA9J&'45$5&ĕ6 ĕ&5 E%Ĕ'+%A9J&'45$5&"'|'ċ 15"æ'4='/5.ãã æçäã6}
The above premium is excluding compulsory premium (Pick up 110 = 645.21 baht).

ä'+ .$6"'Ĕ1'5'45$5&

Car pre-inspection is required.

å'5'45$5&A"64'&Ę9I%96'Dĕ 6.Ĕ+< )E%ĔDĕ'5 ĕ6 /'ë1D/ĕAĔ6
Cover for private use only, not for hire/rent.

æE%Ĕ'57'45$5&'9I76'5B) A"÷I16'BĔ 5'C/)A9J&/'ë1&.=
Excluded vehicles : modified car for racing.

ç16&<'&Ę9I'57'45$5&.7/'5Ĕ1%1=Ĕ'45$5&DA 'ë1B1Ĕ6äČB)4Ĕ1%Ĕ1%/ĕ6 äçČ
Age of Insured vehicle for AXA contracted garage 2 - 7 years and dealer garage 2 - 5 years.

D/ĕDĕ<'45$5&'4%6y1 '6 6)6/6 7+B)ĕ+<'45$5&E%Ĕ"19D/ĕDĕĔ+ <9ID)ĕA 9&
Sum insured is 80% of the market value.

E%Ĕ.6%6'Dĕ.Ĕ+)DG'Ĕ+%5C'B'%.Ĕ A.'è%6'6&9J
This campaign cannot be used in conjunction with any other promotions.

'6 69JDĕ: +59Iåã%96 %äç 

This campaign is valid until 31 march 2017.

;I1 =ĕA16'45$5&ĕ1 Aě =ĕ/g8 
Insured for women only.

~A1.6'<9J E%Ĕ DĔ.5gg6'45$5&'6&)4A19&A ëI1E +6% <ĕ% '1 B)4ĕ1&A+ĕ9I.%='Ę 4'4<D'%''%Ę'45$5&
*This brochure is not an insurance contract. Full details are specified in the insurance policy.

